
New Management Takes Charge at 3D Stone, Bloomington, Ind.

Leading Indiana limestone fabricator under direction of Lily Sendek and Kurt Sendek.

3D Stone of Bloomington, Ind., a leading fabricator of prized Indiana limestone, was recently purchased by a
new management team. Under the direction of new owner Lily Sendek and president Kurt Sendek, the firm
expects to improve on an already strong history of product excellence and customer service.

The company has been based for 24 years in the Indiana limestone belt, an area that’s home to major quarrying
and fabrication firms. This central location helps the firm minimize freight charges and wasted costs, passing on
savings to its customers, which include masons, landscapers, end users, and others in the construction trades
throughout North America.

The company has also commissioned customized software to optimize and track the flow of material
throughout the manufacturing plant to the customer’s job site. Company officials expect the firm’s growth plans
to be bolstered by outstanding delivery on customers demanding deadlines of the highest quality natural stone.

The firm already has the ability to handle major projects (such as the Indiana University Global and
International Studies building and the Civil Rights and History Museum in Mississippi, smaller projects, (such
as a residence or a small landscaping table) and nearly everything between. With the addition of these changes,
the company will be able to handle more projects simultaneously with no negative impact on quality or delivery
to the customers.

“3D Stone’s new mission is rooted in making our customers successful,” said Lily Sendek. “We’ve
commissioned a software developer to design a computer system tracking every part from the design phase to
shipment to the customer’s site. This software will provide realistic, accurate, and up-to date status, enabling
our project team to achieve on-time delivery much more consistently and accurately than ever before.”

“The company is also upgrading key equipment to allow more efficient manufacturing,” she said. “Everything
that’s happening will support scalable growth to help the industry get through business peaks and valleys
without difficulties during peak demand. The company is investing heavily in the Indiana limestone industry
and the future of its customers.”

The company has applied for certification as a woman-owned business, and will be able to offer the purchasing
advantages which accompany that status.

For additional information, please contact Lily or Kurt Sendek at 812-824-5805.

About 3D Stone
Founded in 1992 on deep roots in masonry and related trades, 3D Stone is a leader in the fabrication of Indiana
limestone. As one of the largest, most reputable sources of architectural limestone, the firm delivers exceptional
professional guidance, quality and craftsmanship on a full spectrum of projects from large-scale commercial
projects to elegant residences to specialty landscape projects. A fully enclosed 52,000 square-foot facility
supplies stone in a time-sensitive manner with a production facility that fabricates high volumes of stone year-
round. 3D Stone’s highly skilled planer and carving personnel can fabricate stone to even the most challenging
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plans. While cut stone is a primary focus, the company also specializes in custom slabbing, splitface veneer and
tumbled rubble.

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
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Contact Information
Kurt Sendek
3D Stone, Inc.
http://www.3dstoneinc.com/
(610) 845-0828
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